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Are you going through your life on autopilot? Are you doing the day-to-day things that need to be

done, but not doing what your heart is telling you to do? Finding the Wow is the uplifting story of a

mom who realizes that sheâ€™s not happy, just busy. When MJ and her friendsâ€”the Chicks in

Chargeâ€”fight to redefine their second acts, they discover their strengths as they face their

individual challengesâ€”a failing marriage, long-forgotten dreams, and illness. MJ shares her own

moments, harrowing and wonderful, great and small, on her journey to becoming a pilot. On these

pages, you will find tales of humor, tragedy, excitement, disappointment, vulnerability, and the

friendship of the invincible Chicks who battle obstacles, find courage, and triumph! Like the Chicks,

you may find purpose in unexpected ways. But whatever your airplane is, fly it!
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Funny and heartfelt, delightful and captivating. When she loses her daily planner and has to buy a

new one, MJ Marggraff realizes she can fill it up with all the same committee meetings and other

school and household commitments or she can use these blank pages as the opportunity to pursue

a life long dream. In this true story, MJ Marggraff successfully brings us into her experience of both

what it takes to become a pilot and the transcendent joy of flying. And even more than the story of

flying, this is the story of MJ Marggraff's personal journey with its ups and downs, risks, challenges,

and triumphs. It is the story of three friends, the Chicks in Charge, supporting each other as they

navigate middle age and come to know each other in new and more meaningful ways. It is the story

of a wife and mother finding her balance as she adds another job title, pilot. Most of all it is an



invitation for each of us to follow our dreams. Since reading this book, I have been revisiting my own

childhood dreams. I am inspired to claim the life I want; to engage my own persistence and

determination to make that dream come true. And I can't wait for MJ Marggraff's next book to hear

where her flying and her dreams take her next.

Although I am only in to the first few chapters of MJ's new book, I can say, I have already had so

many personal epiphanies. For so many years, I was the Mom with the day planner that was so

crammed full of "things that must be done" I had to color coordinate the items to insure the most

important ones were completed by end of the day. I could so relate to losing that planner and feeling

lost. Then there is the poem about the dragon and I have read and re-read it so many times. Many

words of wisdom in that short passage. This book is for anyone who tucked that dream in the back

of their mind, thinking it is too late to start the journey - MJ's story shows us it is never too late and I

know many people are going to be impacted by her journey. KUDOS!!

I only wish that I had read this book when I was in my 40's! It is an interesting, fast read that is truly

motivating. MJ describes her life that was lacking in excitement because she was living for everyone

else and not herself. Then, she turned things around and began living one of her dreams -- being a

pilot! She describes her feelings of discomfort and her fears but rises above both! This is a must

read for any person who has that nagging feeling that there is something else out there in life!

As a mother of two teens, I related to MJ's story of being a stay at home mom and volunteering

many hours at school. Having teens still in school as well as aging parents I have found myself

looking deeper into the subject of chasing your dreams and having no regrets in life. I enjoyed MJ's

accounts of her learning to fly and her ongoing commitment to her friends and family. Her story is

inspiring and shows that life and dreams are what you make of them. Because of her stepping out of

her comfort zone and learning to fly she has opened many doors to rewarding adventures. I very

much enjoyed this book and didn't want her stories to end.

You know a book is good when you don't want it to end. This is how I felt when I read MJ

Marggraff's book, Finding the WOW! This true story makes you laugh out loud, cry and rejoice. Her

emergency landing left me... breathless and her unrelenting courage... speechless. This book will

inspire you to revisit your current or long-forgotten dreams and may just give you the extra dose of

courage you need to make your dreams come true.



This is an inspirational true story about a mid-life "soccer mom" who followed her dream to become

a pilot while navigating the turbulence from the ups and downs of everyday life. While pursuing her

passion, she had to overcome fears, self-doubts, skeptics and chauvinists while allaying the worries

of her family and keeping them first and foremost in her life. MJ also emphasizes the importance of

having strong friendships to get through thick and thin. I especially enjoyed her very descriptive and

funny comments about her plane and her training flights....I felt like I was right up in the air with her!

Not enough books in this world are written by women about their success, their dreams achieved

and continued. We as women tend to leave the bravado and self-marketing to men. But it was so

inspiring, and refreshing, and funny and sad at times, to read Finding the Wow.I have a confession

to make... I do not have a huge unachieved goal in my life. I am still working a part-time job.

Although my daughters are young adults, I know I am still a big part of their lives. I plan more and

more traveling adventures with my husband, as our lives are getting more and more free of day to

day requirements... But this book did not make me feel like a failure because I do not work toward

an outside of the box goal.This book made feel happy to read about a spirited woman who

conquered a lot and learned a lot.It did made me think that whatever our goals in life are, whether

small or big, as long as you work toward them, as long as you enjoy what you do and keep doing it,

as long as you continue to be an active part of society, the Wow will still trickle and make you feel

like you want to get up in the morning... Because it is a big wide world out there, and it is worth

marveling at it every day.
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